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Navigational attractors

Figure: Navigational attractor - early bird user
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Navigational attractors

Figure: Navigational attractor - late user
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Habitual attractors

Figure: Habitual attractor - users make branches in their chain of visited
pages to/from the classes of pages labeled in the nodes
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Critical attractors

Figure: Critical attractor - users visit educational content on examination
period
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The set of R transitions for each class of users

Earlyp = {g ∈ G|(p,g) ∈ Π,g < n} (1)

Commonp = {g ∈ G|(p,g) ∈ Π,n ≤ g ≤ n + 2} (2)

Latep = {g ∈ G|(p,g) ∈ Π,g > n + 2} (3)
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Figure: Common user - transitions through the platform
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